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Start your budding baker off right with this beautiful recipe,book plus journal for the Easy Bake

Oven. With 64 recipes to choose from there's no shortage of yummy things to make together. Save

money by making your own pre-made mixes in advance, ready to use when your little princess is

excited to start baking. Each recipe is on it's own, full page, printed in large text for easy reading.

Contains 72 pages 8.5" by 11. Grab a copy today and get your Little Princess excited about baking!

Also available, Little Dudes Easy Bake Oven Recipes.
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The recipes turn out fine, however the scale on many of them are just too big! My daughter was very

upset the biscuit mix recipe called for 8 cups of flour. 8! I realize it's a mix, but how much could one

possibly need for an Easy Bake oven? Which leads me to my next issue... the recipes don't say

how many they make. So after she had to cut the recipe down to what she assumed would be right

for the Easy Bake oven pan, she still really had no idea based on the original recipe. For a

cookbook, there is a ton of trial and error involved. This can be detrimental for young cooks if it fails.

These really are the sweetest little deserts for your little girl to bake. She will impress her friends no

end. They are cute, sweet, tasty and perfect for your little girl. We really had great fun cooking these

treats.

There are some great and surprising recipes in this book, such as Gooey Carmel Layer Bars!

Yum!The best thing is that it keeps the cost of supplying a little baker with materials low. If fact each



recipe makes 10 times more than you get in the store bought version.The only thing that would

make this better is if each little portion was individually wrapped and packaged, but with today's

computers it's easy to design a folding box out if paper and baggies take care of the rest. Your little

one could have a personal line of baking boxes! :0)

I fondly remember using my Kenner Easy Bake Oven when I was a kid. I sure with the Little

Princess Easy Bake Oven Recipes cookbook was around when I was learning how to use my Easy

Bake Oven. I would have loved to try the recipes. I would love to try them now, but my aqua plastic

Easy Bake Oven no longer works as this was over 40 years ago.Any way I was delighted to find the

following recipes in author Jane Romsey's cookbook. Some of the recipes I found include:I Love

Pink CakeAngels White Cake Mix and the Angels White Cake (the recipe using the mix)Cream

Cheese Frosting Mix and Cream Cheese Frosting (the recipe using the mix)PizzaRecommend

based on the variety of recipes available.Penmouse

This has recipes to make ahead, put in baggies, and save for later. There are also small recipes that

you can make for right now if you are like me and forget to plan ahead for these things. :) The

recipes are easy enough to follow for my eight year old and all the ingredients are things we have

around the house. Fun!

So nice to have recipes to use that are not from store bought packages.My granddaughters and I

have made a lot of things. You can use all theingredients you pretty much have in your kitchen now.

This is a nice book that makes it possible for kids to learn about measurements and ingredients. My

daughter likes the idea of recipes and tried to "invent" some of her own, which led to unsanctioned

cooking experiments and a lot of wasted ingredients. This book is giving her the opportunity to try

recipes that she can handle independently and learn how different mixtures of ingredients affect the

final product.That said, this book doesn't "teach" kids any of these things directly. It is just a book of

simple recipes. A child with an interest in baking can learn with guidance from an adult/teen.Pros:

no more expensive mixes, gives kids a familiarity with basic ingredients, readable on a screen as

small as my daughter's iPod touch, recipes for items like fudge!Cons: i think the book was written for

the old easy bake, not the new "ultimate" one. the amounts can generally be doubled UNLESS the

recipe is for two pans in which case it will more or less fit in one pan.



A recipe book filled with many easy bake oven recipes. A great book for children and for the elderly

living alone who have access to a toaster oven. Easy recipes for anyone to follow. A really great

book. A book I shall keep (and take some recipes from) Thanks!!
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